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Training2s – Sensory Integration Kit
Specially developed resources designed to help children to improve
their sensory integration. Kit includes calming shoulder pad, small
calming lap pad, large calming lap pad, oral muscle teether set of 4
and a resistance tunnel.

PK2100K

$313.60
$
95

269

Save $43.65

$269.95
PK21003

PK21002

Small lap pad
pictured

FREE freight
on all orders over $199
Conditions apply, see website for details.
Valid until 31st December 2020.
Promotional value excludes GST.
Offer excludes export & new projects.

Calming Lap Pad

Calming Shoulder Pad

Improve focus and concentration with these
calming and comforting lap pads. Weighted lap
pads can improve the sensory processing for
children. The lap pads are designed for children
who have trouble sitting still. This can enhance
his/her awareness of the position of his/her body.
It can also give your child a sense of security, help
him/her to stay calm and reduce anxiety. Small
- Weight: 1.36kg. Size: 60(L) x 22cm(W). Large Weight: 2.27kg. Size: 70(L) x 25cm(W). Ages 3+
years

Improve focus and concentration with this
weighted shoulder pad. Some children may be
easily distracted by the external environment.
Put the weighted pad on your child’s shoulders.
This can enhance his/her proprioception and
increase the awareness of the position of his/
her body. It can improve sensory processing and
concentration. It can also give your child a sense
of security, help him/her stay calm and reduce
anxiety. Weight 0.78kg. Size: 26(L) x 42cm(W).
Ages 3+ years

PK21002
PK21003

PK21001
PK21001-2

Small $63.95
Large $79.95

Each $53.95
Set of 2 $92.95

Resistance Tunnel
Great for focus
and calming

Pendant Necklace Teether
It is widely recognized that many children find it
hard to focus or have sensory needs where they
find chewing things as a way of remaining calm
during times of stress. Our silicone pendanct is
designed for the mild to moderate chewer and
is intended to sooth and comfort children and
teenagers with any type of additional needs. They
are BPA free and suitable for children over the
age of 3+ years. Size of pendant: 5.5(L) x 4(W)cm.
Teal colour.

JSDSPT

teaching.com.au

The vestibular system is important for
children’s balance and control of body
postures. Let children crawl through the
Resistance Tunnel to strengthen their
arms and legs and receive proprioceptive
input. The Resistance Tunnel is made of
elastic fabric, so it wraps itself around
children’s bodies while they are crawling.
There are also different textures inside
the tunnel to stimulate children’s senses.
It also reduces sensory and tactile
defensiveness. Size: 180(L) x 39cm(W).
Ages 18+ months

PK21005

$63.95

Oral Muscle Teether
This easy to hold teether will help
train mouth and jaw muscles. Mouth
muscles are closely related to the
skill of speech and articulation. The
normal swallowing action requires
coordination of jaws and tongue.
Size: 7.5(W)cm. Ages 3+ years

PK21015
PK21015-4

$16.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Each $12.95
Pack of 4 $42.95

Prices exclude GST
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Sensory Equipment

Sensory Squeezie Seat
This comfy chair gently
squeezes, applying soothing
pressure and sensory input
through the trunk. Helps
align the spine for better
seating posture. Enables kids
to rock back and forth and
improve focus during reading,
listening and class time. Helps
kids with sensory processing
disorder, autism or ADHD.
Use with adult supervision.
Size: 80 x 25 x 76cm.

NS2174

Hammocks give children
a calm and sweet place
to play and rest. Uniform
swing motion can stimulate
child’s sense of balance and
encourage development.
Product size: 70 x 70 x
140cm. Main material:
terylene, inside material:
polyester

NS5418

$214.95

Set of 2

$139.95

Optional
blue cover
included

184

$

Pod Swing
Nook/Tent

95

Save $19.95

Calming Weighted Resources

Red on
reverse
side

Deep pressure and sensory weighted pillows
are comforting for children with sensory
seeking behaviours and helps children to focus
and participate. Kit includes Shoulder Weight
(TTS2021) and Weighted Blanket (TTS2229).
Ages 3+ years

TTS2021K
TTS2021
TTS2229

Set of 2 $184.95
Shoulder Weight $74.95
Weighted Blanket $129.95

Set of 2

11995

$

®

Body Sock Panta Mimo Blue
The Panta Mimo Body Sock
combines children’s love of dressing
up and hiding. Young children
can rely on their own senses and
respond to the feel of using the
Body Sock. Allowing children to play
and move about freely encourages
and challenges self-awareness and
self-confidence, sense of balance,
orientation skills, concentration and
coordination. Made from elastane.
Measures 120 x 75cm.
Ages 3+ years

EZ44600
EZ44600-2

Each $74.95
Set of 2 $119.95

Save $29.95

Fidgety Feet
Fidgety Feet is a concentration aid to help
improve concentration and support students with
this discreet under the desk foot fidget. Designed
with an occupational therapist, it helps to avoid
over twisting of the legs and feet and will also
support posture. The foot grips provide stability
and the non-slip grips allow it to be used on any
flooring.

TTS1904

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$94.95
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Sensory Equipment
LS303B

DM4283

DM4284

Low Floor Seat
Caregivers can sit comfortably on the floor with this
space-saving seat! Our ingenious adjustable seat
provides cushioned back support and is ideal for
soothing children at naptime, reading a story on the
carpet & so much more. Just lift the back of the seat
to a comfortable height—then lay it flat for storage!
Removable microfibre cover is machine-washable;
seat is 55.5(W)cm.

Weighted Ankle Bands
Promote muscle strength, stability or calming sensation for children with a
sensory disorder. Made from velvety soft material and filled with PVC grains,
the weights wrap securely around the ankle and fasten with adhesive strips.

TTS1901

Set of 2 $46.95

LS303B
DM4283
DM4284

Blue $99.95
Lime $99.95
Navy $99.95

x5

$343.20
$
95

299

ME7615
Rotation
of colours

Save $43.25

x3
ME230

Pop Up Sensory Space Kit
This sensory space kit is a great way for children to explore their
senses! The kit includes a pop-up Sensory Space which is a large
dark den (TTS1915), also 5 Mini Flasing Fibre Optics (ME230), and
3 Large Colour Changing Pebbles (ME7615).

TTS1915K
TTS1915
ME230
ME230-10
ME7615
ME7615-3

Kit $299.95
Sensory Space $219.95
Flashing Fiber Optic $6.95
Flashing Fiber Optic – Pack of 10 $55.50
Colour Changing Pebble $29.50
Colour Changing Pebble– Set of 3 $79.95

x1
Indoor use only.

TTS1915

Hush Buddy™ Hearing Protector
The Hush Buddy is designed for children who
need increased quiet for sensitivity reasons if
they have heightened auditory sensitivities or
just need increased quiet for focused activities
such as reading. Each Hush Buddy features an
industry leading noise reduction rating (NRR)
of 27dB. Featuring comfortable, cushioned ear
pads that go around, not resting on, the ears
to block out the maximum amount of external
noise. The padded headband helps distributes
the weight, making it extremely comfortable,
even when worn for longer periods of time.
The Hush Buddy is designed to fit smaller
heads. There’s no assembly required, just put
a Hush Buddy on and it’s ready to go to work.
Size: 18(L) x 15(W) x 18(H)cm. Age 5+ years

CN1700

2

teaching.com.au

$39.95

Noise Cancellation Headphones
Using the latest in ANC technology, these headphones help block external
distractions and are recommended for those who struggle with a noisy
environment. Pack includes protective travel case, 2 cables, 2 adaptors and
4 AAA batteries (ANC requires 2 AAA to operate). Active Noise Cancelling
Reduction (ANC) -17dB. Suitable for use with all 3.5 mm (1/8") audio devices.

MOK012

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Each $119.95

Prices exclude GST
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Sensory Equipment

See-Through Sensory Balls

See-Through Sensory Balls – Large Pom Poms

Children get a variety of sensory experiences as they roll, toss and bounce
our see-through sensory balls! All 6 balls are filled with different objects to
offer appeal to all senses; colour, weights, sounds, shapes and sizes—from
fun floating feathers to bouncing beads. Plus, each ball is made of flexible
plastic that’s easy to grab. Balls inflate to up to 20cm in diameter. Balls
require inflation. Ages 6+ months

Children get a variety of sensory experiences as they roll, toss and bounce our
see-through sensory ball filled with pom poms. Great for rolling along the floor,
passing to each other and boucing. Each ball is made of flexible plastic that’s
easy to grab. Balls inflate to up to 55cm in diameter. Ball requires inflation.
Ages 6+ months

BRU359

Set of 6 $59.95

BRU084
4 or more

$24.95
Each $19.95

Explore & Discover Light Panel
These amazing light panels feature a bright LED
surface. They are excellent for encouraging
exploratory play. Children can explore line,
texture, shape and colour. Light panels
also provide an excellent surface for
sensory play using sand and other tactile resources.
They also are a great way to encourage play based learning in maths,
science and literacy. These light panels feature environmentally friendly LED lights that
last for up to 50,000 hours. They are available in 2 sizes: KD103 measures 47(W) x 34.5(L)cm
and has an illuminated area of 29.5(W) x 42(L)cm. KD102 measures 64(W) x 47(L)cm and has an
illuminated area of 59(W) x 42(L)cm The panels are lightweight and durable, excellent for all
classroom environments.

KD103
KD102

A3 $169.95
A2 $219.95

Buy kit
Kit includes overhead
projector

71995

$

Save $70.80

Overhead Projector Colours Kit
This colour kit lets students and teachers create beautiful colours projected
on the walls of their areas for mood setting and to see what colours create
new ones by overlapping colours. Kit includes: Overhead Projector (ACC190),
Squidgy Sparkle Shapes (TTS509), Plastic Mosaic Pieces (LK6170), Steel
Ringed Chips (LEL0222), and Assorted Cellophane (AUS201).

ACC190-C
ACC190

Kit $719.95
Overhead Projector $649.95

Extra Bright Light Cube
An extra bright light cube
with double the amount
of LEDs! This amazing light
cube is portable, durable and
rechargeable. The light cube can
flash, strobe and change colour
by using the included remote
control. Use as a 3D light
box, or to add a new sensory
dimension to a room. The LED
light source lasts approx. 20,000
hours. The light cube measures
40(W) x 40(D) x 40(H)cm, and
includes a power source, remote
control and a teaching guide.
Charging time is 6 hours, and
operating time is between 5
and 15 hours. Accessories not
included. Warning: The remote
control contains a coin/button
battery. Hazardous if swallowed.

RE59601-1

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Extra bright &
colour changing

$259.95
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Sensory Worry Stones

Multi-Sensory Tray & Board with Sand

These tactile sensory worry stones have been designed to soothe and calm
children, helping them to focus, concentrate and feel secure: key elements of
productive learning. The set includes twelve stones: two each of six designs
(heart, egg, grooved, knobbly, two-tone and hollowed). Age 3+ years.

Large multi-sensory tray for developing pre-writing skills and hand-eye
coordination by creating figures through touch in sand. Allows children to
create and experiment as a group. Inspired by the Montessori methodology.
Ages 3-6 years

YD1118

AKR20617

Set of 12 $49.95

DF07

LIJ010K

369

$

$119.95

95

Save $29.85

45995

$

Save $59.65

Giant Comfy Cusions
Turn any spot in the classroom or library into a cosy place to relax with these
giant-sized cushions that children can rest, lean or sit right on. Each large
cushion has a foam-filled, anti-microbial inner and a removable outer cover.
Most replacement covers and inserts are available online. Each cushion
measures 100(W) x 100(D). DF07 includes 1 x red, green, blue and yellow.
LIJ010K is set of 4 colourful, polyester cushions that feature amazing images
from nature plus UV stable and water resistant outdoor fabric. Contents may
vary.

DF07
LIJ010K

Primary Colours – Set of 4 $369.95
Outdoor Nature Cushions – Set of 4 $459.95

100% certified
organic oil in
4 different
scents. Size
10ml

Aroma-Bloom Diffuser – Turquoise
The Aroma-Bloom will instantly purify, cleanse
and refresh the atmosphere and create more
negative ions to improve general wellbeing. The
essential oils are easily absorbed to assist your
wellbeing. Operates up to 8 hours continuously
18 hours intermittently. No heat source is used,
uses Ultrasonic Cool Mist technology. The AromaBloom has a 200ml water capacity and features
an auto switch off on low water level. The mist
and lamp are controlled independently and the
mist dispersion covers 15-20 sq/m.
Measures 15 x 23.5cm.

LIV204
LIV311
LIV312
LIV313
LIV315

4

Aroma-Bloom Diffuser $129.95
Organic Oil – Breathe $21.95
Organic Oil – Harmony $21.95
Organic Oil – Relaxation $21.95
Organic Oil – Vitality $21.95

teaching.com.au

LIV311

LIV312

LIV313

LIV315

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

LIV204

Prices exclude GST
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Sensory Equipment

Great for oral
development

Bubble Wands

Bursting with Bubbles
A safe and non-toxic bubble blowing
liquid that produces “zillions” of
great bubbles. 2 litres.

Children will love these plastic
colourful bubble wands. There are
4 shapes in 4 bright colours. Each
wand is 20cm long.

CB655

CB824

$14.95

Pack of 24 $33.95

Giant Bubble Wands
Blowing bubbles with these 12 giant wands will be a lot of fun for
young children. Supplied in assorted designs and colours. Each wand is
approximately 60cm long. Ages 3+ years

CUS9551

Pack of 12 $29.95

Create Huge Bubbles!

No-mess
Slime

Giant Bubble Stix
The Giant Bubble Stix is capable of
creating massive record breaking bubbles.
The Guinness World Record is 96m3 - how
close can you get? Made of lightweight
fibreglass, they are easy handled by kids and
adults alike. Ages 6+ years

HE5010

Sensory Coloured Slime

1.2m

$32.95

Stretch out the sensory fun with our no-mess slime! Super-soft and ultrastretchy, this irresistible slime provides hours of tactile exploration as kids
squeeze, twist, fold and pull—then put it back together again! You get a set
of 6 tubs of slime in 6 bright colours; each resealable tub is 175g.
Ages 3-8 years

LS511

Set of 6 $59.95

Dough – Assorted Colours

Kinetic Sand – Natural

Creatistics dough comes in an assortment of colours that are pliable and easy
to mould. Children can use their hands to create fun 3D designs with this
soft and colourful dough. Non-toxic. Size: 900g tubs. The set of 6 (CS2049)
includes colours red, yellow, green, blue, orange and purple.

Easy-to-shape sand that moulds into simple desktop designs. Playing with
Kinetic Sand can provide a moment of relaxation for both young and old.
Kinetic Sand is 98% pure sand and conforms to relevant standards.

CS2049

Set of 6 $57.95

DSN1501
DSN1501-3

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

1kg box $21.95
3kg box $54.95
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Mystery Sensory Balls
A set of 6 reflective mirror balls
that look identical but all have
individual characteristics. Some
wobble when rolled, or turn
and won’t roll in a straight line,
some feel funny when twisted,
spun or shaken, and others make
different shaker or rattle sounds.
Size: 10cm(D). Age: 6+ months

CT2203

Every ball is
different

Set of 6 $104.95

Sensory Balls Mega Pack
Sensory Balls Mega pack that children will love. Lots of fun shapes and
unique textured balls to choose from. They are soft and stimulating.
Enhances gross motor and tactile skills, encourages crawling, grasping
and coordination. Softly rolling the textured balls on a child’s back or feet
heightens sensory awareness. Set of 9. Ages 6+ months

EDU5199

Set of 9 $118.95

Tactile Perception Pack

Sensory Ball Pack with Bag
A selection of 20 balls with different textures, colours, density and bounce
properties. The balls are supplied in a black feely bag. Size: largest ball
7.5cm(D), smallest ball 5cm(D). Table not included. Ages 3+ years

A fine motor and sensory set for children to
strengthen their hand and wrist muscles. Kit
includes Squeezers Tactile Silicone (WY006) and
Olive Massage Ball (WY3310). Contents may vary.

CT2446

WY006K

Set of 20 $119.95

$69.95

Sensory Rainbow Glitter Balls
Perception Semi Spheres

6

When a hemisphere is placed on top of an object it magnifies it by 4 or 5
times to give a view that is both a different colour and enlarged. Ages 6+
months

A perfect resource for young children with fascinating sparkling stardust that
swirls around the inside of the balls as they are moved. Ideal for captivating
the imagination and improving concentration skills. Set of 7 in red, silver,
gold, green, blue, pink and blue. Size: 65mm in diameter. Ages 3+ years

CT2602

CT2098

teaching.com.au

Set of 8 $99.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 7 $64.95

Prices exclude GST
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Sensory Equipment

Set of 3

5495

$

Save $18.55

Sensory Pack
Explore a natural variety of materials with this matching and sorting game.
Set of 5 pairs, which are all made using natural fibres that are coloured using
non-toxic dyes. Includes stone, wood, crochet, felt. Made in Nepal with love
and fair trade labour. Hand made from natural materials using old techniques
such as felting. Surface clean only. Calico storage bag included. Size: approx.
8 to 10cm. Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years

PAP272

Set of 10 $43.95

Metal Pin Art Image Creator
This metal pin art image creator uses hundreds of moveable metal pins to
create 3D images. The pins are fitted into a sturdy plastic frame that is both
lightweight and durable. Simply put your hand or object behind then tilt up
for it to come to life! Size: 12.5 x 18cm. Ages 4+ years

ME2198
ME2198-3

Each $24.50
Set of 3 $54.95

Wooden Feely Box
Sturdy wooden feely box with hole
for children to explore through touch.
Place textured items in the Feely Box,
close the lid and let children place
their hand in the hole to touch the
items for a sensory experience!
Size: 29.5(L) x 24(W) x 25(H)cm.
Ages 3+ years

TH0070

Kinetic Rings
The Kinetic Rings are both a tactile kinetic sculpture as well as being an
interactive toy, like a four dimensional slinky, mesmerising to watch, and
addictive to play with. Roll up and down your arm, great as a sensory
sensation. Size when flat 15cm(dia). Ages 8+ years

$29.95

HE0012

Each $11.95

Sensory Textures Walking Path

This Earth tones ball and bowl sensory set is ideal for colour matching and
sorting. Set includes 6 coloured bowls, each with 6 felt balls that invite
children to collect and sort the small felt balls will assist in fine motor
development. Colours include, sage, baby pink, mustard, beige, grey & blue.
Ages 3+ years

This sensory textures walking path contains 9 different feet with 9 different
materials and surface structures. Constantly changing stimuli such as
warmth and cold, hard and soft or smooth and rough are sensed and learned.
Promotion of balance, sense of touch and tactile perceptions are the main
issues involved in this keep-fit trail, the setup of which can be linear, circular
or varied. Suitable for all age groups. Use is recommended without socks. Size
of each foot: 28(L) x 14(W) x 2.3(H)cm. Ages: 3+ years

PAP483

EZ44434

Earth Tones Ball and Bowl Set

Set of 6 $129.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 9 $269.95
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Tactile-visual Dominoes

Mini Liquid Timers Sensory
A fun set of different liquid timers for children to admire. A great sensory kit
that includes Swirld Liquid Timers (MEA1279), Double Colour Liquid Timers
(MEA0911), and Reverse Sand & Liquid Timers (MEA1007). Ages 3+ years

Large-format tactile domino game with a rough texture on both sides.
Illustrated with a lot of contrast to develop visual and tactile discrimination
while playing dominoes. Suitable for use by people with visual disability. Set
of 28 dominoes measuring 13(L) x 6.5(H)cm. Ages 3-8 years

MEA1013K

AKR20615

Set of 13 $164.95

Set of 28 $44.95

Rainbow Wooden
Sorting Set
Beautiful smooth solid beechwood
loose parts in the seven colours of
the rainbow, with a natural finish to
show the grain of the wood. Ideal
for creating imaginative scenes,
encouraging construction skills,
counting and sorting, stacking and
sequencing, pattern-making and
learning about colour. Set of 84
pieces, in 7 different colours.
Ages 10+ months

CT3979

84 pieces $219.95

Coloured Sensory Blocks Set

Treasure Blocks

Good for building, comparing and sorting. Each block has a different set of
properties - shape, colour and type of insert. The blocks are an ideal resource
for using on a light box (sold separately). Set includes 15 blocks in assorted
colours and different inserts. The rectangle measures 14(L) x 7(H)cm.
Ages 3+ years

What can we find today? Collect trinkets, natural materials and sensory
objects to place in the beautiful Treasure Blocks. Smooth hardwood frames
with inset, colorful, transparent acrylic windows have a removable panel to
place small objects to observe or display. Ages 3+ years

GD933

8

teaching.com.au

Set of 15 $109.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

GC3084
GC3085

Freefax 1800 151 492

Clear – Set of 8 $99.95
Coloured – Set of 8 $99.95

Prices exclude GST
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Social & Emotional

Emotion Mats
This activity carpet set comes with
16 tiles, each depicting a child with a
different emotion. Each tile features
a vibrant artwork, the emotion
written in NSW Manuscript font
and a natural background colour,
to help prevent the carpet from
showing any dirty marks. Children
can stand on a tile and try to act out
that emotion, or flip the tiles over
and test their memory by playing a
memory game. A great resource for
understanding different emotions,
covering key learning outcomes in
the EYLF. These carpets are durable
with soft plush pile, round corners
and non-slip backing. Each carpet tile
measures 50cm x 50cm and creates a
combined play area of 2m x 2m.

MJI040

Set of 16 $399.95

Jumbo Emotions

Emotions Posters – A4

This set of tactile emotion stones has been developed especially for young
learners. Set includes 8 large stones that are perfect for small hands to
explore. Featuring the four emotions that young children most readily
identify and experience – happy, sad, surprised and angry. The set includes
two examples of each feeling so they can use them for matching activities.
Durable and washable, they are cast from a unique replica stone mix and can
be used outdoors and in sand and water. Each stone measures 7cm. Ages 2+
years

Fun emotion posters to start great topical conversations with the class.
Children can learn about all the different emotions you can express, including
happy and excited, to sad and angry. 16 emotions to choose from and
discuss. Each poster features a photo on the front for the children to guess
what emotion they are showing. And then on the back are questions for the
teacher or parent to ask. It also comes with teacher notes to help extend the
activity. Each poster measures A4, double sided and comes laminated and in
a plastic storage folder for easy storage. Ages 3+ years

YD1071

TEB1016

Set of 8 $59.95

Set of 16 $21.95

6 Personal Growth Games
6 Personal Growth Games is fantastic set of games and activities to
introduce children into the world of adolescence! With games and
activities that encompass themes of self-esteem, relationships, emotions
and bodily changes, children will have a clear and more positive
understanding of the social, emotional and physical changes that they
will begin to undergo. Each activity has been designed in a conservative,
sensitive, inclusive and engaging way. Contains 1 board game, 1 counter
game, 2 matching games, 2 ordering games, counters, die, Ages 8+ years

JNL416

$39.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Social & Emotional
Explore
expressions

10
emotion
icons

The Emotions Puzzles

Me Mirrors

Set of 10 puzzles featuring the basic emotions that guide our behaviour,
plus 10 matching icons to help identify them: happiness, self-confidence,
admiration, curiosity, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, fear and guilty. This
set includes 3, 4 & 6 piece puzzles for different skill levels. Ages 2+years

These handy, unbreakable mirrors are a fun way to develop awareness of
expressions and self, as well as speech and language development! One side
is a regular mirror; the other side is a “fun mirror” that warps reflections. Set
of 6 non-glass mirrors. Measures 10 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

AKR20544

LER3371

Set of 10 $29.95

50 Circle Time Activities

50 Social Scenario Activities
Everyday children are encountering new social situations at home
and at school, which can sometimes be difficult to deal with. This set of 50
social scenario cards will help children navigate through these situations by
developing different social skills such as showing empathy, understanding,
tolerance and communication. Each activity will encourage children to reflect
on the scenario by providing a number of prompt questions for children to
think about and discuss. Ages 5+ years

50 Circle Time Activity Cards is a fantastic teaching resource to
help enrich, excite and inspire your circle time activities! Our set of
10 to 20-minute activities are a great accompaniment to curriculum-based
learning and will help develop the relationship of your class as a whole. Each
double-sided activity card is designed to be interactive and encourage class
discussion and reflection including topics such as, communication, team
building, emotions, literacy and numeracy. Contains 50 double sided cards and
a contents card which can act as a check-off list. Ages 4+ years

JNL361

JNL362

$29.95

Differing Abilities Set
LS258-K

$29.95

$275.90
$
95

219

A kit of different abilities to learn about in either books or puzzles. Set includes
Differing Abilities Book Set (LS258), and Differing Abilities Puzzles (LS972DS).

$219.95

Save $55.95

Differing Abilities Book Set

Differing Abilities Puzzles

Students learn why some children wear leg braces, how visually-impaired
people read, what it’s like to be autistic and more. Set of 6 books covers
special needs; blindness and Braille; deafness, sign language and hearing aids;
asthma and inhalers; autism; wheelchairs; and leg braces and crutches. Each
24 page book measures 18 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

Each sturdy hardwood puzzle features just 9-10 chunky pieces that are raised
for easy handling and have rounded corners for safety. Each puzzle measures
23 x 30.5cm. Ages 3+ years

LS258
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Set of 6 $58.95

LS972DA

Set of 6 $175.95

Set of 6 $99.95

teaching.com.au

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Social & Emotional

6 Social Skills Games
Learn a range of essential skills that can be used
in every day life with this fun set of 6 Social Skills
Games. Answer questions about how to deal
with relatable scenarios, differentiate between
right and wrong and learn how to express your
emotions and recognise how others may be
feeling. Some games include self-correcting
elements for independent learning. Ages 6+ years

JNL413

$39.95

$131.94
$
95

115

Save $15.99

Emotional Development Book Pack
This book pack celebrates the most important
milestones of a toddler’s emotional development.
Explores a wide range of feelings and emotions
with just the right touch of imagination. These
are a must-have for any storytime or one-on-one
sharing. Features beautiful whimsical, scraggly
illustrations. Contents may vary.

THKIT2

Set of 6 $115.95

$136.65
$
95

119

Save $16.70

Celebrating Diversity
& Inclusion Book Pack
An essential resource to raise awareness of
respecting differences through weaving diversity
into the fabric of children’s everyday lives.
Helps expose children to new worlds and ideas,
where love, diversity, inclusion and tolerance is
celebrated. Contents may vary.

MTABKIT66

Set of 7 $119.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Language & Communication

Express Yourself Emotions Kit
Help young students explore different emotions with this puppets and emotions book set. Kit consists of Emotions Puppets
(NS2034), and also Moods and Emotions Book Set (LS465B)

NS2034K

$149.90
$
95

129

$129.95

Save $19.95

Emotions Puppets
This soft plush puppet collection
is a great interactive tool for the
classroom. Each puppet shows 6
emotions symbolising joy, sadness,
fear, anger, surprise and lack of
emotion. Each puppet measures
25cm. Ages 3+ years

NS2034

Moods and Emotions Book Set
Help young children explore different emotions and learn how to deal with
them. Set of 6 engaging paperback books featuring bright images of children
and clear text. Each book is 24 pages. Ages 3+ years

LS465B

Set of 6 $59.95

Set of 6 $89.95

Social Skills Board Games
4 Social Skills Board Games will help you develop
and learn new social skills and behaviors simply
by playing, laughing and having fun with your
friends and family. This set uses different game
plays such as action games and sentence building
games that will keep children entertained while
learning about the topics of Empathy, Friendship,
Manners and Emotions. Contains 4 board games, 6
counters, spinner, die, answer sheet.
Ages 5+ years

JNL426

$19.95

$199.80
$
95

179

Save $19.85

AKR20840

Good Manners
Communication Kit

MJI047

Teach students good manners with this communications
kit that consists of Prevent Bullying Sequnce Cards
(AKR20840), Happy Manners Book (MJI047), Put
Yourself in My Shoes (AKR20845) and Anti-Bullying
Posters (AKR20841). Ages 4+ years

AKR2084K
AKR20840
MJI047
AKR20845
AKR20841

12

Kit $179.95
Sequence cards $29.95
Hapy Manners Book $49.95
Put Yourself in My Shoes $54.95
Anti-Bullying Posters $64.95

teaching.com.au

Freecall 1800 251 497

AKR20841

Freefax 1800 151 492

AKR20845

Prices exclude GST
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Language & Communication

$227.90
$
95

199

Save $27.95
Touch button
Talking Point Recorder Kit

Easi-Speak Bluetooth

A simple recording device that allows children to record their voice and play
it back at a touch of a button! Ideal for speaking and listening activities. Can
be easily mounted with photos and pictures for an interactive display. Each
device is 4.5cm. Replaceable LR44 batteries are included. Warning: Contains
coin/button battery. Hazardous if swallowed. Kit includes Talking Recorders 30 sec - Set of 5 (TTS090) and Talking Recorders - 10 sec - Set of 6 (TTS551).
Ages 3+ years

With the Easi-Speak Bluetooth, students can connect their microphone up
to a tablet or Bluetooth speaker. Great for encouraging reluctant talkers and
supporting EAL students, the Easi-Speak Bluetooth is a must-have for any
classroom. Can connect to both iOS and Android tablets. Connect to a tablet
in order to view and edit recorded audio. Connects to any Bluetooth speaker
– 4 RGB LEDS – 128MB Flash memory & Micro SD card slot – 3.5mm
headphone – Works on current Docking Station. Ages 3+ years

TTS551K

TTS0007

Kit $199.95

Light
activated

$119.95

Boosts phonemic
awareness and
reading fluency

Rainbow Talking Boxes
Open the lid and listen to the secret message…what will be in the box today?
Hold down the button and record your own special message for a friend.
Decorate your Rainbow Talking Box with your choice of pictures or words
in any colour. A fun and unique way to develop confidence in speaking and
listening skills in young children. The boxes have a light sensor that activates
the recorded message as the lid is opened and have a dry-wipe surface for
easy decoration. Pack of 6 boxes in vibrant colours, with concealed batteries.
Warning: Contains coin/button battery. Hazardous if swallowed. Age 3+ years

TTS0147

Set of 6 $89.95

Talking Tubes Set
Talking Tubes can be used in
any early years setting, both
indoors and outdoors. Develops
communication and social skills,
and can be used to communicate
through different rooms and
environments. Includes 2 sets –
each set consists of 4 handsets
and 6 metres of flexible tubing.
Handsets plug into ends of tubing.
Ages 3+ years

CT3952
CT3952-2

Each $39.95
Set of 2 $69.95

Hear Myself Sound Phone
This ingenious, fun-to-use phone lets children hear themselves talk so kids
can really focus on every sound they say! Perfect for exploring letter sounds,
phoneme blending, phonics practice, oral reading and more—the moulded
plastic phone is sized just for kids, with a lightweight, easy-grip handle.

LSEE539

Set of 10 $124.95

Set of 2
Save
$ 95

9

Braille Alphabet
This 26 piece Braille Alphabet set can be played 2 sided, one upper case,
another one lower case. Each piece has a Braille symbol that represents each
letter in the alphabet. Suitable for children 2+ years

PT5671

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 26 $35.95
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Literacy Aids
Set of 4
Save
$
85

17

Magnetic Tracing Letters

Use your imagination to draw, write, design & create with this magnetic
drawing pad! Use the magnetic pen to pop the magnetic balls up, then
simply wipe over the surface to start again. Simple, clean and safe to use.
Size: 32(L) x 26(H)cm. Recommended for ages 3+ years

These hands-on Magnetic Tracing Letters help children develop the skills
they need to start writing, while also building on letter recognition. Each
wooden letter has a clear-view plastic top, with a fun metal ball sealed right
inside. Children can used the permanently attached magnetic pen to guide
the ball along the lines and curves of each letter and develop early printing
skills as they go! Set includes 26 letters supplied in a handy tray.

MYY02
MYY02-4

LB0338
LB0337

Magnetic Drawing Pad

Each $31.95
Set of 4 $109.95

Trace & Write Letter Stones
These beautiful large flat stones offer a tactile and visual way of introducing
young children to letter formation. Each stone is carefully engraved to
provide important sensory feedback to help young children develop the
movements needed for writing each letter. Starting at the green dot children
will enjoy tracing each letter shape with their finger - over and over again building important motor-memory skills. Each set contains 26 letter stones,
7.5 to 13.5cm diameter and an activity leaflet.

YD1028

Set of 26 $179.95

Lowercase $199.95
Uppercase $199.95

Support oral
language
development and
recalling story
details
Story Wands
Use wands as a fun way to encourage discussion and understanding of
stories. Includes 8 vinyl wands and a storage bucket. Ages 5+ years

LSJJ728

Set of 8 $69.95

$289.95
$
95

269

x6

Save $20.00

288
letters

24

Gel Boards

boards

Set includes 24 write and wipe boards (JS2535) and bonus letter set – 288 lowercase letters (QT5452).
Both items sold individually – see Magnetic Letters & Whiteboards. Ages 4+ years

Just write or draw with the stylus, erase the image
by rubbing with your finger and watch the writing
disappear. Clean, safe and lots of fun! Set of 6
boards and styluses. Size: 21.3 x 17.5cm.
Ages 3+ years

JS2530QT

KAP21131

Magnetic Whiteboards x24 with Bonus Letter Set

14
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Set $269.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 6 $124.95

Prices exclude GST
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Colour and Shape Clock
Time to learn! This beautifully crafted, interactive wooden clock will teach
children how to tell the time, early numeracy skills, and recognition of colour
and shape. Match the removable number and shape blocks to their correct
position on the clock face. Solving the puzzle enables children to have fun
while learning how to tell the time! Ages 2+ years

LF804

$49.95

Snap-n-Learn Number Counting Cows
Learning early mathematic skills is a snap with these two-piece farm
friends! Cows feature a number (1-10) on the front with the corresponding
spots on their back to teach number identification, counting and numerical
order. Cows are also colour coded for colour matching and self checking.
Completed cow measures 9.5(L) x 4.4(W) x 5(H)cm. Ages 2+ years

LER6707

Set of 10 $40.95

Sticky Shape Game
Roll the dice and find the correct combination of colour and shape, and be
the first to grab the right card as quickly as possible with the suction cup.
Helps develop precision and speed. Comes with 72 plastic cards, 6 rubber
sticks with suction and 2 wooden dice. Recommended age 3+ years

ED9006

$109.95

Snap-n-Learn Number Counting Sheep
Count your way to new colours and number skills with this set of 10 sheep
numbered 1-10. Each sheep features a different colour of the rainbow, plus
removable wool that lets kids match the numbers to the dots underneath.
Set of 10. Ags 18+ months.

LER6712

Set of 10 $40.95

Collect objects and place them
in the corresponding tray

Wooden Number Tracing &
Counting Trays

Natural Number Stacker 1-10

These number tracing and counting trays can
be used in a variety of ways. Collect things in
nature and display the correct amount in the
corresponding tray, or fill the trays with colour
sand or play dough and trace the numbers. Balls
not included. Comes with storage box.

This inviting number stacker will be a valuable resource to teach early number concepts by helping
children to make connections within and between numbers to ten. The bases measure 50mm and show
four different representations for each number: numeral, standard 1-5 dice array, random dot array
and 10-frame pattern. Great to support early number sense and counting, children will be able to clearly
see the quantity or ‘howmanyness’ of each number, subitise through different patterns, 1:1 counting,
1 more/1 less and difference. Made from responsibly sourced beech wood, each set includes ten number
posts (60-170mm) and 55 rings.

QGP486

YD1133

Set of 10 $64.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$139.95
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Personal Organisation Tools

Flexible
learning at
its best

Lap Tray Assorted

This Lap Desk is perfect for use with the scoop rocker or any flexible seating
senario. It provides a steady work surface for children to use for art, writing,
reading and so much more. Comes in a set of 4 colours and will add vibrancy
to any classroom. Easy to stack away when not in use as they nest together
compactly. Size: 58(W) x 30(D) x 20(H)cm.

BO2001

Pack of 4 $39.95

Writing Slope – Beech Laminate
This writing slope is ergonomically designed to promote a proper writing
angle of 25 degrees for ease of use by young children. It is made from beech
Laminate and measures 50 x 35 x 14cm high.

TF0191

With interchangeable clock faces, to count down
any time between 5 minutes and 24 hours

$59.95

Set of 2

4195

$

Save $7.95

Time Timer MAX

Jumbo Timer

The Time Timer MAX is not only extra large (43cm!), it also includes eight
timers, with customisable durations and interchangeable timer faces, to
count down as low as 5 minutes or as high as 24 hours. Includes a dry erase
face to allow for maximum flexibility and customisation. Silent, moderate
or loud alerts to suit any environment and needs. Includes coloured markers
that click onto the face, to divide the remaining time into smaller sections.

This handy jumbo classroom timer features a large clear digital display that
effectively times up or down in 1 second increments. Maximum time 99
minutes 59 seconds. Featuring an integral stand and magnet mount, on / off
switch. Requires 1 x AAA battery not included. Size: timer 10(L) x 10.5(W) x
2.1cm(H), display 7.5(L) x 5.3cm(W). Ages 4+ years

TT0072

$199.95

Time Tracker Mini
Set it and go! You and your students will reach for this super simple timer to
support a variety of classroom activities. The Time Tracker Mini offers unique
visual and auditory indicators, including a warning alarm. Just 2 dials—total
alarm time and warning time. Total alarm time can be set from 5 minutes to 2
hours, in 5-minute increments. It counts down until the coloured light glows,
and the alarm sounds. Adjust volume or turn off sound for visual timing. It is
7.5(D) x 12.5(H)cm. It requires 3 ‘AAA’ batteries which are not included.

LER6909
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$43.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

CT2077
CT2077-2

Each $24.95
Set of 2 $41.95

Time Tracker – Visual Timer and Clock
It’s never been easier…or more fun to keep kids on track with this unique
lighted electronic timer. You can easily program green, yellow and red
sections and six sound effects to indicate that time is running out. With 180°
viewing, it teaches time management. Perfect for: Study sessions, Projects,
Tests, Experiments, Practice sessions, Classroom assignments, Cooking,
Hearing impaired and hundreds more uses. Age 6+ years

LER6900

Freefax 1800 151 492

$99.95

Prices exclude GST
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Personal Organistion Tools

Classroom Caddies
Classroom Caddies set of 4 stores everything
from pencils and markers to bottles of glue and
you can transport them anywhere! Each caddy has
a roomy interior with divided compartments that
keep all your supplies neat and organised. Set of 4
stackable plastic caddies in 4 bright colours, each
with an easy-tote handle. Each caddy is 24(W) x
23.5(D) x 9(H)cm.

BO3001

Pack of 4 $32.95

Chair Bag – Assorted
Create extra storage for your students with these
handy chair bags. Avaiblable in pack of 4 assorted
contempory colours. Features 3 handy storage
pockets for books and equipment. Made from
durable polyester, which will stay bright and
colourful.

TEB6730

Pack of 4 $26.95

Library Bag
Great for students to carry books from the library
or great for excursions. Comes with a name
pocket for easy identification Size: 36(W) x 44(L)
cm. Available in grey and blue.

TEB6722

Pack of 2 $17.95

Handy storage bag

Tabletop Learning Centre

This barrier is an essential piece of equipment that can be used in the
classroom and placed between pupils to play barrier games or encourage
independent working. The partition can also be used with sides and is an
ideal classroom solution for students who have problems concentrating
on their work and work best in a distraction free environment. The pop-up
barrier is lightweight and can be easily folded and stored in a small bag.
Size: partition 32(L) x 32(W) x 32cm(H), barrier size 117(L) x 32cm(W).

With two magnetic dry erase boards, one lined,
and a detachable pocket chart to aid language
development, the Tabletop Learning Centre is the
perfect companion for one-on-one instruction
and independent work. The pocket chart can be
attached to either side of the easel and the folding
design makes it easy to pack up and share between
classrooms. Technical spec: Frame Measures
48cm(H) x 48cm(W) x 43cm(D), tubs measure
10cm(H) x 13cm(W) x 8cm(D).

TTS1014

CRN101

Pop-Up Barrier

$42.95

Grip Dots

School-To-Home Organiser
This rugged vinyl organiser has 2 giant pockets
inside, so students can easily transport
homework, storybooks, artwork and more. Perfect
for communicating information to children’s
parents. Folds shut with hook and loop closures.
Size: 25.4 x 33cm.

LS0295

$149.95

$19.95

Set of 12 GripDots grip firmly to any short pile carpet and will remain in place securely until you are
ready to move them. They are brightly coloured and come in an assorted pack of 6 featuring the colours
blue, green, purple, pink, orange and yellow. The dots are constructed from super grip hook material
and measure 14cm in diameter. They are easy to see and your students will have fun identifying their
colour and finding their place or position to sit or stand. Great for story time, games and classroom
management during group learning experiences.

TEB0573
TEB0574

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Pastel Colours – Set of 12 $17.95
Cool Colours – Set of 12 $17.95
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Motor Skills

Fine Motor Skills – Peg Sets
This great fine motor skills set has a combination of fun peg activities to teach children hand-eye coordination, hand
strengthening, colour recognition and logical thinking. This set includes old classics like Tricky Tree (SEG1117), Tricky
Forest (SEG1118) and Peg Domino (SEG1000). Ages 3+ years

SEGKIT01

Tricky Forest

SEG1118

Set of 3 $99.95

169

Save $21.90

$169.95

This unique game where children must build up
the trees while keeping them in balance, combines
the fine motor control and develops skills like
colour recognition and logical thinking. It is also a
rich workshop for teaching patterns and counting,
both individually or in groups.

$191.85
$
95

Peg Domino

Tricky Tree
Tricky Tree is a construction game that helps
children get acquainted with the concept of
balance. It also helps to improve the fine motor
control.

Every time you play it’s a new challenge. This
game is a perfect way to improve the ability to
arrange visual stimuli in a sequence, plan and
anticipate moves, identify and match colours, and
develop fine motor skills.

SEG1117

SEG1000

$36.95

$54.95

Set of 10

6495

$

Save $14.55

Wooden Blocks Fidget Toy
Jewel Beads & Laces
A sparkly collection of jewelled beads in 12 stunning colours to chose from.
Comes with 48 beads and 4 laces for children to practise their lacing &
threading, as well as making beautiful necklaces. Comes supplied in a calico
bag for easy storage. Ages 3+ years

GD951

$59.95

This wooden blocks fidget toy is fantastic as its small for small hands to play
with when they start to lose attention. A simple but effective fiddle-toy.
Coloured wooden blocks are strung together with elastic which allows them
to be locked and angled to make shapes and figures. Ages 3+ years

LB0526
LB0526-10

Each $7.95
Set of 10 $64.95

Set of 10

3950

$

Save $10.00

Translucent Sorting Tray & Crystals

Wooden Hand Massager

A great colour sorting activity, whilst also using fine motor skills like handeye co-ordination, and gross motor skills like hand strengthening. It comes
with 6 translucent sorting bowls, 48 coloured crystals and tongs in the same
6 colours. Ages 3+ years

The wooden massager is a great fidget toy for children or adults. Beautiful
and smooth round disc with a rolling ball in the middle. A great way for
calming and focusing. 5.5cm diameter. Ages 3+ years

JYN083
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$42.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

LB0111
LB0111-10

Freefax 1800 151 492

Each $4.95
Set of 10 $39.50

Prices exclude GST
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Therapy Board Flex Disc

Maze Balance Board
An incremental balance board that
elevates balance co-ordination to
a higher level. The snail labyrinth
pattern on the board provides
challenge and amusement in ball
rotation. It measures 54(L) x 40(W) x
2.5(H)cm. Supplied with 3 balls. The
maximum weight capacity is 80kg.
Ages 3+ years

This therapy wobble flex disc is a veritable multitalent. The exchangeable wobble components can
be used for performing a whole different variety of
exercises – twirling round or seesawing. Whatever
the function, this sports and therapy unit poses a
challenge one way or the other. The anti-slip and
resilient material on the underside does not require
any additional underlay. The balancing board comes
in a coated finish and can be cleaned without any
trouble at all. Size: 40cm(d). Ages: 5+ years

WY801

EZ46131

$59.95

$119.95

Vestibular
stimulation

Set of 2
Save
$
95

59

Floor Surfer – Green
The floor surfer appeals to children and
combines play and the training of motor
skills. It’s been developed in partnership with
children’s physiotherapists to ensure safe
use by any child irrespective of motor skills
level. Includes 4 small wheels with double ball
bearings. Made of plastic with EVA foam on the
surface. It measures 56(L) x 37(W) x 14(H)cm.
Maximum weight load is 100kg. Ages 2+ years

GJ2168
GJ2168-2

Carousel Balance Disc
Exciting mini carousel giving children a real spin! The plastic seat measuring
56cm in diameter is placed at a slight angle to allow the child to propel the
carousel by shifting the body’s centre of gravity. Younger children are also
able to set the seat in motion by pushing off with their feet. The seat has a
thick edge to make it easy for children to get a good grip and hold on when
the carousel is moving. Playing with the carousel strengthens muscles.
Ages 3 to 10 years

Each $189.95
Set of 2 $319.95

$449.90
$
95

429

Save $19.95

GJ2167

Floor Seats & Trolley
Kit includes the Padded Floor Seats (SUN323) &
Metal Trolley (SUN373). Contents may vary.

SUN323K

19 pieces $429.95

Soft padded cushions plus
storage trolley
32cm (W)
32cm (D)
4cm (H)

Cushions feature
a non-slip base

88cm (W)
36cm (D)
83cm (H)

Padded Floor Seats

Metal Trolley for Floor Seats

Thickly padded floors seats with
a non-slip base. Includes seats in
3 colours. Each measures 32(W) x
32(D) x 4(H)cm.

This metal trolley stores 18 floor
seats (not included). It measures
88(W) x 36(D) x 83(H)cm.

SUN323

$219.95

SUN373

Each $169.95

Set of 18 $279.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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$482.55
$
95

Getting Physical Gross
Motor Skills Kit

419

The getting physical gross motor skills kit
is a fantastic kit for multiple activities for
both individuals and groups. Kit includes
6 skipping ropes of adjustable length, 2,
scooter boards, 4 jumping bouncing balls (2
x 40cm, 2 x 55cm dia.), and a set of 6 high
grade jumping sacks. The kit also includes a
team walker, which can be used by a group
of separated into 4 individual walker pairs.
Outdoor play is essential for developing
social skills and also ensuring an engaged an
active lifestyle. The benefit of the number
of games and activity is combining fun with
competitive spirit and interactive activity
such as the team walker.

WY944K

Save $62.60

$419.95

Dance Caterpillar

Giant Inflatable Ball
Add to the playground or interactive games with
this giant inflatable ball. Kids will engage readily
with the large vibrant design. Supplied deflated.
Size once inflated 120cm.

The dance caterpillar is a collective motion game suitable for teaching team-working skills while
producing a wellness effect. Discovering ways to engage in joint creativity and mobile activity unleashes
an enormous amount of fun among all children making up the group. Apart from ample scope for playing
games, the caterpillar provides space for reading stories as well as being a safe haven of relaxation.
Ages 4+ years.

LTK019

EZ44629

$189.95

$179.95

$241.90
$
95

225

Save $15.95

Parachute & Ball Set
Great for including all the children and keeping them engaged. Set
includes 1x Large Parachute (KS182) and 1x Gumballs bag of 100
(SL5202). Please see website for information on each individual
item. Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years.

KS183K
KS180
KS181
KS182
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Set $225.95
Small – 175cm – 8 handles $47.95
Medium – 350cm – 8 handles $84.95
Large – 700cm – 16 handles $209.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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$308.15
$
95

289

Save $18.20
Gross Motor Activities Kit
Kit includes: 6 adjustable length skipping ropes,
set of 6 egg and spoons, 6 comet balls, 6 bean
bags, 6 scoop bats and balls, 6 ultrasoft balls
17.5cm diameter and 6 jump over dexterity ball
games.

AS001K

$289.95

Adventure Course Kit
Suitable for outdoor obstacle training, this kit contains the following
components in assorted colours: 4 x Plastic Cones (30cm), 4 x Plastic
Cones (50cm), 4 x Plastic Bricks (36 x 15 x 10(H)cm, 9 x Clips, 4
x Poles (40cm), 4 x Poles (71cm), 4 x Hoops 38(dia)cm, 4 x Hoops
50(dia)cm, 4 x Hoops 66(dia)cm. Ages 3+ years

AS101

$349.95

Loopy Catch
Develops catching skills as the
loops make it easier to catch than a
conventional ball.

BRU052
12 or more

$11.95
Each $8.95

Magic Scarves
Light nylon scarves in yellow, red, blue and green are wonderful for play.
They can be used individually or in group play. Each measures 68cm square.
Ages 3+ years.

GJ2306

Set of 12 $49.95

Toss and Catch

Comet Balls
The comet ball can be used for a variety of games
and activities. Each ball has a PVC head. Supplied
in assorted colours. Ages 3+ years

Helps develop hand-eye co-ordination. Each
element has a cup connected to a ball with a thin
string. Supplied in assorted colours.
Ages 3+ years

BRU125-6

BRU131

Set of 6 $39.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 6 $109.05
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$839.80
$
95

799

Save $39.85

Soft Fall Mats
These soft fall mats are 5cm thick. They are made from foam and are covered in water repellent
vinyl. They are available as 100cm square or 100 x 200cm rectangular shapes. Tested and compliant
with AUS/NZ 4422:1996. Combination set of 2 of each mat sizes, making it a set of 4 mats. Tested
and compliant to a 1.7m fall height. WARNING: Beware of any mats that state they are compliant,
yet do not feature an approved joining system. Unless your mats can join to create a larger fully
compliant surface area, your play area will fail compliance! Replacement covers available for
purchase online.

DESK015K

Set of 4 $799.95

Crash Mats
High-density thick foam covered with wipe-clean
vinyl. High-impact crash mat. Not soft fall rated.
Size: 180(L) x 90(W) x 30(H)cm

DF11

Playground
‘Get Active’ Kit

$599.95

Scramble Play – Foam & Vinyl

Excellent for all your outdoor and sport activities, this set includes the following: 2 x Lolo balls, 4 x mini hops,
2 x air comet balls, 2 x light scoops, 12 x hollow balls, 2 x shuttle bats, 2 x shuttle heads, 1 x jumping ball,
2 x catch balls, 1 x balance board, 2 x soccer balls, 2 x twirl and jump sets, 6 x catch a cup sets, 6 x jumping
sacks, 4 x Aussie Rules footballs, 2 x watermelon spray balls, 2 x volleyballs (official size), 6 x bean bags,
6 x skipping ropes, 2 x cricket bats, 2 x cricket balls, 1 x launcher (no ball) and 4 x Frisbees. Contents and
colours may vary. Ages 3+ years

Set of 5 versatile shapes to be utilised
individually or within other play centres to
build motor skills and confidence. Great for
first toddler play-climbing and sliding! Easy to
store and fit into spaces by stacking. The set
contains: a wedge, 2 blocks, a cylinder and an
arch. Ages 2+ years

BRU996

FS6930

75 pieces $659.95

5 pieces $539.95

The Bouncer
A fun bouncer to
develop and test the
sense of balance!
Also appropriate for
exercising the legs and
ankles. The bouncer
measures 95(D) x
24.5(H)cm. No soft fall
required. Ages 2+ years

Soft Gym

FS5300

A set of 12 large component pieces for a totally flexible play experience. This soft gym will help improve
balance and co-ordination in young children. The cloth covers come with a zip and are washable. The high
density foam ensures a long life of the product. Soft gym includes 2 x mats, 1 x cylindrical foam piece,
2 x U-shaped pieces, 1 x rectangular piece, 2 x wedge pieces, 2 x H-shaped pieces and 2x see saw pieces.
Ages 3+ years

WY4003
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12 pieces $2,799.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$164.95

Features
Under 50cm in height;
No soft fall required

Prices exclude GST
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Standards
approved soft
fall mats

$839.80
$
95

799

Available in
3 sizes

Save $39.85
Adjustable Post Protector

Soft Fall Mats
These soft fall mats are 5cm thick. They are made from foam and are
covered in water repellent vinyl. They are available as 100cm square
or 100 x 200cm rectangular shapes. Tested and compliant to a 1.7m fall
height. WARNING: Beware of any mats that state they are compliant,
yet do not feature an approved joining system. Unless your mats can
join to create a larger fully compliant surface area, your play area will
fail compliance! Replacement covers available for purchase online. Set
includes 2 x blue and 2 x green mats.

DESK018K

Set of 4 $799.95

180cm Post
Protector

28495

$

Save $14.95

These universal post protectors
are fully adjustable and can
accommodate many configuration
and size requirements. They
adjust to fit both round and
square posts and are made from
universal safety padding. Also
included with each one are 2 extra
pieces of safety padding, which
hook and loop together to expand
the protectors even further. The
surface is smooth, durable vinyl
with seamless joints.The 180cm
Post Protector Kit (ASP180K) uses
the hook and loop fasteners on the
end of both the 60cm and 120cm
protectors to form a strong join.

ASP060
ASP120
ASP180K

60cm $119.95
120cm $179.95
180cm $284.95

Softplay Play Pads

Rainbow Mat

These vinyl foam filled pads are great for simple motor skill activities and
colour recognition games. Also suitable as floor seats. Each of the
10 pads are 35(D) x 3(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

Soft foam design in vibrant colours that folds in four sections to aid in
compact storage. Dimensions are 180(L) x 120(W) x 4(H)cm. Not soft fall
rated.

NS1884

ASP1659

10 pads $249.95

$224.95

Super-Wide Exercise Mat
A high-density foam mat covered with wipe-clean vinyl.
The mat is 180(L) x 120(W) x 4(H)cm. Not soft fall rated.

ATSM

$349.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Flexible Seating

Encourages
engagement
through
movement

Ergerite – Height Adjustable
Flexi Stool

Floor Rocking Chair – Large

For older children.
Lightweight. Rocks.
Stacks neatly.

These set of 4 floor rocking chairs ideal for older children, who need to keep
moving. They come in in a set of 4 green or a set of 4 blue. They are ideal
for small group activities, reading groups and create additional flexible floor
seating. These chairs are lighweight yet sturdy as they constructed from
super strong polypropolene. They stack away neatly into a small space and
easy for children to handle.

Features a curved base for agile learning and a
height adjustable gas lift. Measures 33(dia)cm
and adjusts in height from 40-55(H)cm.

HS9023G
Green $99.95
HS9023B
Blue $99.95
HS9023R
Orange $99.95
4 or more of any one colour
Each $89.95

TEB4000G
TEB4000B

Set of 4 – Green $89.95
Set of 4 – Blue $89.95

BRU4302-2

7995

$

Save $19.95

Air Cushion Seats
Air Cushion can be used on the floor to strengthen lower body muscles and
to train for balance as well. One side is bump-studded while the other side is
more gently textured to provide users with different sensations to enhance
the sense of touch and coordination. Maximum weight capacity is 100kg.
Available in 2 sizes. Ages 2+ years

BRU4302
BRU4302-2
BRU607

35cm – Each $49.95
35cm – Set of 2 $79.95
60cm – Each $114.95

Half Massage UFO Ball
The ball is great for tactile stimulation, balancing exercises and lots of fun
games. It also makes a great seat. Ball measures 40cm diameter. Maximum
weight capacity is 100kg. All ages.

WY0304

Ergerite – Flexi Ball Seat – Silver
Encourages movement and balance, with phthalate and BPA free vinyl, anti-burst design and stability
legs for storage. BRU3028 (45cm) is suitable from early to middle primary. BRU3029 (55cm) is suitable
from middle primary to early high school.

BRU3029
4 or more
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Large $37.95
Each $35.95

BRU3028
4 or more

Medium $33.95
Each $29.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$66.95

Gym Ball
A great size for small children to play with.
Maximum weight capacity is 150kg. Supplied
deflated. 65 diameter. Ages 3+ years

WY656

$49.95

Prices exclude GST

Inclusive Resources for Schools

Adjustable Furniture

Write on/wipe off whiteboard tables
Ergerite – Whiteboard Tables
These versatile tables feature a whiteboard table top. Perfect for
collaborative and group work. Available in rectangular and group tables,
as well in 2 different adjustable leg heights which are suitable from early
childhood through to high school. We recommend to clean with our
Teachables Whiteboard Cleaner (TEB0202).

HS060
HS077

Rectangle – 120 x 60cm – 52-74cm high $199.95
Group – 154cm – 52-74cm high $299.95

Adjustable
standing
desk

up to 103cm high

Tables
for early
childhood
up to high
school

Ergerite – Group Table

Ergerite – Standing Desk
A flexible and ergonomic addition to any school classroom. This table
features side levers which allow the table to adjust in height from 73cm up
to 103(H)cm. The table features a moulded edge for extra durability, an easy
to clean wood-look melamine top and 2 castors for extra manoeuvrability.
We recommend 2 people are needed when adjusting the height of the table.

These lightweight and robust tables are perfect for the library, primary school
or high school classrooms. The table tops are made from a fire retardant
particleboard, and are coated with a high quality, grey laminate. The high
quality, moulded edge adds extra durability and strength. The legs feature a
rubber base to help prevent scratching and can be adjusted to stabilise the
table. Adjustable from 52 to 74cm high. Measures 154cm (W).

HS158

HS070

$399.95

$249.95

$309.90
$
95

269

Save $39.95

Active World Tray & Stand

94cm (W)
94cm (D)
60cm (H)

A comfortable and flexible stool for the classroom.
Can be adjusted from 40 - 54(H)cm. Features
castors and a padded PVC seat.

The 94cm Active Tray (TTS500) is a perfect amphitheatre for play. Excellent for wet and messy play, painting,
gardening as well as LEGO, construction, exploratory and creative play. The stand (TTS501) is made from
powder coated, tubular steel, and features spring clips for easy assembly and disassembly, as well as
plastic, non slip feet. Once assembled, it can measure up to 50(H)cm, can be assembled to 3 different
heights. The complete set includes both the Active World Tray and the Stand. Accessories not included.

UB001

TTS502

Ergerite – Height Adjustable Stool

$94.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$269.95
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MyBurrow Tunnel – Wombat
The MyBurrow wombat is an essential sensory tool made of premuim fabric
that is safe for children to crawl through like a tunnel. With firm attachments to
the carpet, small groups of children can access the Wombat together. And older
children can produce big movements underneath. The uniqueness of MyBurrow
in comparison to weighted vests, body socks, and traditional Lycra tunnels is that
is is highly flexible in that it may be used with a variety of children at the same
time, without losing time that is associated with swapping and sharing vests.
It allows for continuous sensory stimulation throughout an activity. Its fixed
positioning ensures ease of accessibility and safety in most classroom and home
environments. Size: 270(L) x 150(W)

MBW100

$287.95

$98.95
$
95

82

Save $15.90

Watermelon Disc

Set includes Three Panel Weaving
Frame (ACH8618), Assorted Ribbons
35g (SH35R), and Threading Laces
(EC202). Fun for children to practice
fine motor skills.

This brightly coloured watermelon disc has multiple levels of fun in one! Great
for active kids, imagination and cooperative play. It is heavy duty with a double
wall plastic construction and can be used inside or out. Children can sit inside
the disc and rock side to side, and spin around in it. Ages 3+ years. This brightly
coloured watermelon disc has multiple levels of fun in one! Great for active kids,
imagination and cooperative play. It is heavy duty with a double wall plastic
construction and can be used inside or out. Children can sit inside the disc and
rock side to side, and spin around in it. Ages 3+ years.

ACH8618D

DM1001

Weaving Frame Kit

$82.95

$349.95
MTAINC20

FREE freight
on all orders over $199*

teaching.com.au
P 1800 251 497 F 1800 151 492

*Conditions apply, see website for details

Prices exclude GST
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